AML-6KG-Kit
Disk Erasing Paddle
Cutting Edge Data Destruction

APPROVED! NSA/CSS EPL Degausser 28 February 2011

MAGNETICALLY DESTROYS

- 3.5” / 5.25” / 8” Floppy Disks
- 14” Disk Packs
- Hard or Floppy Disk Magnetic Media
- Hard Drives (w/platters removed)

HARD DRIVE DESTRUCTION includes
- All manufacturers
- All types of longitudinally & perpendicularly recorded media, regardless of the year of manufacture

- Magnetic Storage Drums
- Bubble Memory Chip
- Magnetic Media Ribbon

BENEFITS

- NSA Approved for TOTAL Data Removal (L & P)
- Complies with NIST SP 800-88 Guidelines for Media Sanitization
- Permanent Magnet Degausser (will not weaken with age)
- Outperforms all other Hand Held Devices

Using standard hand tools, you can easily sanitize 30 hard drives per hour

Specifications

- Power: None required
- Weight: 5.5 oz.
- Dimensions (L x W x D): 7” x 1.5” x .25”
- Construction: One piece aluminum containing high-energy magnetic assembly
- Typical Peak Flux: 8,000 + gauss
- Maximum Flux: 12,000 gauss
- Minimum Flux: 6,000 gauss

Comes Complete
AML-6KG Wand,
Case, Driver w/bits,
HD Distorter, Razor

AML-6KG has been evaluated by the NSA and meets the requirements of NSA/CSS Degausser Evaluated Products List
(Degausser testing and re-certification available)

Proudly Made In The USA
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